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Cutting-edge Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) made the study of nanoscale molecular structures
and their dynamics possible; yet it requires state-of-the-art (expensive) scientific-grade equipment. We present our cost-
effective super-resolution microscope (~50K C) that can perform dual-channel widefield1, confocal2 and TIRF3 imaging
as an iteration of miCube[2] microscope (~110K C); realized through the introduction of high-frame-rate industrial-grade
CMOS cameras[3] (300-600C) combined with lab-made camera active cooling and affordable laser diode combiner.

We use our developed Python package microEye[4] for hardware control and autofocus piezo-tracking to counter
the sample drift along the Z-axis. microEye also offers alongside hardware control and data acquisition the possibility to
perform data processing. We demonstrate the microscope nanoscale imaging capabilities by performing Point Accumu-
lation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) of immobilized labelled DNA rods using an oil emersion 1.49 NA
objective. Also, we aim to characterize the pixel-wise noise dependence on cooling temperature of such industrial-grade
CMOS cameras based on the novel photon-free method suggested by J. Ries et al.[5].
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1Also referred to as Epifluorescence.
2Refers to the illumination mode, not to be mixed with a scanning confocal functionality.
3Both conventional and dichroic-free micro-mirror[1] excitation.
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